
Farmyard Praise Game
Items needed: A die and place markers.

Instructions: Roll the die and move ahead as many spaces 
as the number on the die indicates. Follow the instructions 
on the square you land on. The winner is the first one to 
reach the “end” square.
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Thank Jesus  
for your favorite 

animal.

Oops! I lost  
my bone! Go back 

three spaces to  
find it.

Jump ahead 
one space.

Thank Jesus for  
one of your favorite 

friends.

It’s a rainy day!  
Recount a time when 

something that seemed 
bad happened, but  

it turned out well  
in the end.

On your next turn, 
move one space.

Roll the die again.  
If you roll 3 or 6, move 
to the space with my 

friend Fudge.

Read the story of Dunkin—a grumpy donkey that finds his spirit of gratitude.

http://www.mywonderstudio.com/0-5/2012/11/5/dunkin.html%0D
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Thank Jesus  
for your favorite 

vegetable.

Thank Jesus 
for an outing 

you enjoy.
Time for a 

catnap! Miss 
one turn.

Give a hug 
to the person 
on your left.

It’s a 
beautiful day! 

Roll again.

Give a hug  
to the person 
on your right.

Thank  
Jesus for your 
favorite fruit.

All players  
imitate the sound 
of a different farm 

animal.

Tell the player  
to your right 

something you like 
about them.

You forgot to  
show gratitude today! 
Roll the die again and 
move back as many 

spaces as the number 
you rolled.

Game concept and illustrations by Didier Martin. 
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